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Abstract
The use of surrogate models (response surface models, curve fits) of various types (radial basis functions, Gaussian process
models, neural networks, support vector machines, etc.) is now an accepted way for speeding up design search and
optimization in many fields of engineering that require the use of expensive computer simulations, including problems
with multiple goals and multiple domains. Surrogates are also widely used in dealing with uncertainty quantification of
expensive black-box codes where there are strict limits on the number of function evaluations that can be afforded in
estimating the statistical properties of derived performance quantities. Here, we tackle the problem of robust design
optimization from the direction of Gaussian process models (Kriging). We contrast two previously studied models,
co-Kriging and combined Kriging (sometimes called level 1 Kriging), and propose a new combined approach called combined
co-Kriging that attempts to make best use of the key ideas present in these methods.
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1. Introduction

The use of optimization methods to design products is now
completely routine in many companies and research institutes;
see Keane and Nair (2005) for an introduction to this approach,
written nearly 10 years ago. For example, in aerodynamic de-
sign, typically a computer-aided design (or other geometry de-
sign) system, meshing tool, computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
solver, and post-processor are used, coupled to a range of dif-
ferent optimization tools to give the required design search and
optimization (DSO) capability. Recently, the significant run times
that can be encountered in using high-fidelity codes for design
optimization (such as reynolds averaged navier-stokes (RANS)
CFD or contact mechanics finite element analysis (FEA)) are of-
ten addressed by the use of surrogate schemes to speed up
search.

Increasingly, designers must also contend with the fact that
their designs and analyses are subject to a range of uncertain-
ties and that designs optimized purely for nominal performance
may suffer from significantly degraded performance when sub-
ject to such variations. These uncertainties stem from a range
of sources such as the aleatoric uncertainties of

� limits on accuracy during manufacture,
� variations in operating conditions,
� wear and degradation in service,

and the epistemic uncertainties of

� limited accuracy in the physics of the computational models
invoked during design,

� limited convergence in any iterative numerical scheme used
in computations,

� round-off and discretization errors.

It is therefore of increasing importance to study designs from
a stochastic perspective and to formally quantify the impact
of such uncertainties on predicted design performance, rather
than simply relying on ad hoc factors of safety and tolerance set-
tings. One way of doing this is to invoke the formalism of robust
design optimization (RDO) (see e.g. Kumar, Keane, Nair, & Shah-
par, 2006; Ng & Willcox, 2014; Welch, Yu, Kang, & Sacks, 1990),
which leads naturally to a multi-objective (Pareto front) prob-
lem where designers seek to improve the mean performance of a
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design while guaranteeing that fall-off away from mean condi-
tions is strictly controlled.

RDO can, however, be carried out in a range of ways and can
additionally make very effective use of surrogate approaches to
model building (see e.g. Jones, Schonlau, & Welch, 1998; Keane,
2003). In this paper, we apply some of these ideas to a problem
of aerodynamic design in the face of geometric (aleatoric) un-
certainty using standard and well-accepted analysis methods.
We recommend the adoption of an advanced multifidelity sur-
rogate approach, but this is, however, not the only way multifi-
delity schemes can be used in RDO. The most obvious alternative
is based on the control variate logic as set out by Ng and Will-
cox (2014) and further elaborated in Peherstorfer, Willcox, and
Gunzburger (2016). In both approaches, the aim is to exploit cor-
relations between alternative approximations of the goals being
sought, so as to speed up calculations. Here, however, our dif-
fering fidelity models will simply be constructed by using differ-
ent numbers of samples in the uncertainty quantification (UQ)
process, rather than by using different models of the underlying
problem, and this makes the use of control variate approaches
less effective. (It is possible to use a subset of the available UQ
samples to construct a surrogate to support control variate ap-
proximations, but they turn out to be no better than using all
the available samples in a larger surrogate of the same type and
then carrying UQ on the larger surrogate directly.)

There are also a number of alternative Kriging-based meth-
ods directly related to the current work, such as that proposed
by Han, Zimmermann, and Görtz (2012), the simplified method
of Zimmermann and Han (2010), and the hierarchical Kriging
method of Han and Görtz (2012). See also Courrier, Boucard, and
Soulier (2015), who compared various multifidelity methods.

This paper builds on two previous studies (Keane, 2009,
2012) where co-Kriging response surface methods were com-
bined with pseudo-Monte Carlo (low-discrepancy sequence) ap-
proaches for assessing the mean and standard deviation in per-
formance of a 2D gas turbine compressor blade section subject to
damage in service and uncertainty in manufacture. It then adds
in ideas taken from Dellino, Kleijnen, and Meloni (2012) where
combined, or level 1, Krigs are proposed and demonstrates a
new approach making use of ideas from both these methods – a
method we term combined co-Kriging.

The paper is laid out as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the
more advanced techniques that represent the central ideas in
this work. Section 3 then describes a real 2D CFD design case and
shows how this design can be modified by design or uncertainty
and then analysed with a RANS-based CFD approach. Section 4
applies the various advanced schemes proposed here to the RDO
of this design case, while Section 5 draws conclusions from the
work presented.

2. Robust Design Optimization with Advanced
Surrogates

To improve the behaviour of search schemes based on the
simple application of surrogates to either DSO or UQ sepa-
rately, we introduce three advanced ways of dealing with the
combined problem of uncertainty propagation and Pareto front
search.

2.1. Co-Kriging

Our first advanced method makes use of the formalism of co-
Kriging where results with multiple levels of fidelity can be com-
bined during the search (see Kennedy & O’Hagan, 2000). To do

this, we combine results from limited sample size UQ (the low-
fidelity model) with those for more expensive UQ with many
more samples (the high-fidelity model). To make this approach
worthwhile, we can use the high-fidelity calculation only very
sparingly – e.g. we start a response surface-based search with
a design of experiments (DoE) of design vectors where we cal-
culate low-fidelity results at all points but high-fidelity ones at
less than 5% of these. We then build a pair of multifidelity co-
Krigs (one for mean and one for standard deviation) with all the
results and use these to estimate the response statistics of the
functions being searched (see Fig. 1).

In co-Krigs, the inputs to the low-fidelity (cheap) and high-
fidelity (expensive) calculations, xc and xe, are taken to be related
to the outputs (responses) yc and ye by computational functions,
yc = fc(xc) and ye = fe(xe). The responses resulting from the DoE
over these codes are used to construct an approximation

ŷe = ρ f̂c(x) + f̂d(x), (1)

which is the sum of two Gaussian process models, each of which
depends on the distances between the sample data used to con-
struct them. Here, the hat symbols indicate the models are ap-
proximations, the subscript ‘d’ indicates a model of the dif-
ferences between the low- and high-fidelity functions (all the
high-fidelity evaluations are carried out at locations where low-
fidelity calculations have already been run), and ρ is a scaling
parameter.

The distance measure used here is

d(x(i ), x( j)) =
k∑

h=1

θh

(
x(i )

h − x( j)
h

)ph

, (2)

where θh and ph are hyperparameters tuned to the data in hand
and k is the number of dimensions in the problem. The correla-
tion between points x(i ) and x( j) is then given by

R(x(i ), x( j)) = exp[−d(x(i ), x( j))] + �δi j , (3)

where � is a regularization constant that governs the degree of
regression in the model (when set to zero, the Krig strictly in-
terpolates the data supplied) and δi j is the Dirac delta function.
When the response at a new point xnew is required, a vector of
correlations between the new point and those used in the DoE
is formed:

c(xnew) =
(

ρσ 2
c Rc(xc, xnew)

ρ2σ 2
c Rc(xe, xnew) + σ 2

d Rd(xe, xnew)

)
, (4)

where σ 2 are the variances in the cheap and difference Gaussian
models. The prediction is then given by

ŷe(xnew) = μ + cT C−1(y− 1μ), (5)

where μ = 1T C−1 y/1T C−11 and C =(
σ 2

c Rc(xc, xc) ρσ 2
c Rc(xc, xe)

ρσ 2
c Rc(xe, xc) ρ2σ 2

c Rc(xe, xc) + σ 2
d Rd(xe, xe)

)
. When build-

ing any form of Krig, it is necessary to carefully tune the sets
of hyperparameters to match the data inuse – for co-Krigs this
tuning is applied to the low-fidelity data, data representing the
differences between the low- and high-fidelity series and the
ratio ρ parameter to link the various data sets. Fortunately, for
the small numbers of results typically available in such work,
this is not overly expensive for co-Kriging – further details of
the co-Kriging approach are provided in Forrester, Sobester, and
Keane (2008).

The resulting co-Krigs are then searched with the NSGA-
II algorithm (a multi-objective evolutionary search; Deb, Samir,
Amrit, & Meyarivan, 2000) and updated using new design vec-
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Figure 1: Flow chart illustrating the update sequences used in co-Krig approaches.

tors taken from the approximated Pareto front at each stage,
but of these only a small subset is analysed using both sample
sizes. Thus, at the end of the search we have evaluated the low-
fidelity model many times more than the high-fidelity model.
This should be compared to a direct Kriging search where only
low- or high-fidelity calculations are used. The aim is to achieve
results comparable to using only high-fidelity calls with costs
more comparable to working solely at the lower fidelity – this ap-
proach is intended to mitigate the problem identified by Keane
(2009) that, when working solely with limited sized (Monte Carlo)
uncertainty samples on real-world problems, searches typically
returned designs that failed to fulfil their promise when evalu-
ated with larger sample sizes.

A particular benefit of this approach is that at the end of the
process one is left with the collection of expensive evaluations
that can then be used directly without further effort when se-
lecting the best design to proceed with – this is not generally the
case when using limited sample sizes for UQ.

It is also possible to build co-Krigs from the results of direct
UQ Krig models where the lower level Krigs are built with dif-
ferent numbers of sample points. By occasionally using larger
numbers of sample points to build the UQ Krigs, the aim is to
try and provide better results that can be fed back to the search
algorithm. This approach is generally not much more success-
ful, however: for simpler noise problems, a co-Krig built on good
design of experiments sampling is usually sufficiently accurate
because of the addition of the few high-fidelity points and this
makes the construction of low-level Krigs essentially a waste of
effort; conversely, on more difficult problems the low-level Krigs
add only a modest advantage given the extra cost in their con-
struction. We do not pursue this idea further here.

2.2. Combined Kriging

The second advanced approach we demonstrate requires a
slightly more intrusive change to the problem handling: we build
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Figure 2: Flow chart illustrating the update sequences used in combined (level 1) Krig approaches.

a single combined Krig that is used to both support search and
carry out UQ (see e.g. Dellino et al., 2012), an approach we term
‘combined Kriging’ in this paper (Dellino et al. refer to it as ‘level
1 Kriging’). Clearly, if the low-level Krig can accurately model
the underlying functions, it will allow very accurate statistics
to be computed, albeit at the cost of sampling the Krig multi-
ple times. (Note that to be competitive such Krigs have to be
built on many more samples than for methods where UQ is used
to integrate out the noise quantities before building the RDO
surrogates.)

To begin with, an LPτ DoE (Statnikov & Matusov, 1995) is car-
ried out where both the design variables and noise variables are
all varied simultaneously. Next, a multidimensional Krig is con-
structed through these data. Then, low-discrepancy sequence
sampling over the noise variables is carried out on the combined
Krig, at any desired set of design variables, so as to return the
desired predictions of mean and standard deviation of perfor-
mance (see Fig. 2).

Note that when evaluating new update points, the search en-
gine can no longer simply specify sets of design variables for
each evaluation; it also has to manage the noise sampling at the
same time – as each set of design variables is added, information
also has to be supplied on what values the noise variables should
take for these update samples – here we use a space filling ap-
proach where we carry out a short search to best place each new
noise sample in the existing data set, maximizing its Euclidean
distance from the existing samples. Also, once the search is
completed, it will be necessary to confirm the statistics of the
final Pareto front with direct UQ as the combined Krig will be un-
likely to be able to supply completely accurate statistics directly.

This approach increases the number of variable combina-
tions being sampled as compared to the number of noise vari-
ables. Since it is realistic to assume that design variables play
a greater part in influencing final performance as compared to
noise variables, this approach has obvious appeal. However, it
does, again, depend on how nonlinear any noise effects are.
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Moreover, the sizes of the Krigs being built become significantly
larger as now they contain sample information on both design
and noise variable changes. Since the cost of tuning and sam-
pling Krigs rapidly rises with both the number of variables and
the number of samples, this can become the limiting factor in
using the combined approach. Tuning is generally an order of
magnitude slower than that for the co-Krig approach.

Having completed the search process, it will typically be nec-
essary to re-evaluate any final design being selected by addi-
tional UQ; typically around 10% of the front can be checked us-
ing full sampling when using the same budget as the co-Krig
approach.

As expected, the accuracy of the UQ depends on the total
number of samples taken and the difficulty of the problem. In
general, the resulting Pareto fronts are often better than those
achieved using the co-Krig approach, but this very much de-
pends on the dimensions of the problem being studied as well
as its inherent nonlinearities.

2.3. Combined co-Kriging

Because combined Kriging does not carry out a full UQ process
on the problem functions directly at any point, the user is forced
to carry out a series of UQ checks on the results of the search
after it is completed, to allow for any inaccuracies in the Krigs
being built. This can be a significant additional cost that can, to
some extent, be mitigated by borrowing ideas from co-Kriging.
To do this, instead of placing new points across a range of design
and noise variable values at every update cycle, we occasion-
ally carry out a UQ process focused on a single promising design
during the search. So, for example, at every fifth cycle, we take
the suggested design variables for a single design point midway
along the Pareto front, as provided by the NSGA-II search of the
combined Krig, and use all the available function evaluations for
the update to simply explore the noise variables at this one point
using a low-discrepancy sequence. We then use fewer calls for
final Pareto front UQ at the end of the search.

Since they are chosen from the centre of the predicted Pareto
front, towards the end of the search process these designs are
very likely to be those the user is most interested in taking
forward for final checking. Two benefits arise: first, the errors in
the combined Krig prediction are much reduced at these points,
and second, full UQ is cheaper at these locations, because one
already has many directly useful noise samples to begin with.
When dealing with expensive real-world problems with many
degrees of freedom, both aspects become significant as we shall
see. Once the search is finished, we carry out additional UQ
samples on these promising designs combined with a smaller
sample of points taken from the final Pareto front for full UQ as
before.

If we follow this approach, and assume the same budget of
total function evaluations, because we no longer need so many
calls for final design UQ, we can carry out more cycles of the
update process and then carry out additional UQ on the mid-
Pareto points for which extended UQ has already been carried
out, together with full UQ on a few further designs, spaced out
along the Pareto front.

3. Design Example

We next consider a practical aerodynamic design example: gas
turbine blade section design. It is, of course, commonplace to
use design optimization methods to change the shape of aero-
dynamic sections when designing new gas turbines. Here, we
assess the advanced approaches just described on an uncon-

strained gas turbine aerodynamic section model introduced pre-
viously (Keane, 2009, 2012) and focus on the effects on gas tur-
bine compressor blade performance of foreign object damage,
erosion, and uncertainty in manufacture.

In the previous papers cited, we compared and contrasted
five approaches. First, we simply optimized a baseline geome-
try for nominal performance using direct (Goldberg, 1989) and
surrogate-based search (Jones et al., 1998). Then, we employed a
noisy phenotype (Tsutsui & Ghosh, 1997) approach to allow for
possible sensitivity in the mean performance but did not explic-
itly seek a trade-off between mean performance and robustness.
Third, we used NSGA-II to deliberately construct a trade sur-
face (Pareto front) adopting both direct and surrogate-assisted
approaches. Fourth, we used a surrogate-based multi-objective
expected improvement formulation (Keane, 2006) to construct
the trade-off using single-objective search methods. Finally, we
used co-Kriging-based surrogates, which were shown to give the
most efficient approach to robust design improvement among
the methods tested.

We next demonstrate how the combined Kriging and com-
bined co-Kriging approaches, which both use a single surrogate
to seek design improvements and carry out UQ at the same time,
can improve RDO on this industrial aerodynamics problem, as
compared to the co-Krig-based method shown to be the best ap-
proach in the earlier studies. To begin with, we outline for conve-
nience the problem being studied; complete details can be found
in the references.

3.1. Geometry modification

To carry out any form of automated aerodynamic section opti-
mization, some form of geometry modification is required. Here,
we adopt the parametric design and rapid meshing (PADRAM)
code (Shahpar & Lapworth, 2003) that allows for a range of un-
certainty studies that have been described elsewhere (Kumar
et al., 2006). In this process, a baseline airfoil section shape is
altered by the addition of a series of Hicks–Henne functions in
various ways (Hicks & Henne, 1978). Here, this scheme is used to
make four sets of changes to the baseline airfoil that allow for
overall design improvement, modelling of manufacturing un-
certainty, modelling of foreign object damage, and modelling of
flank erosion. Figure 3a–f illustrates the baseline airfoil section
and each of these modification processes in turn. Note that all
the changes are controlled such that the trailing edge form and
angle are kept fixed as would be needed to ensure unchanged
inflow angles for the next stage in the compressor. Ten Hicks–
Henne functions are used for the design shape changes, dis-
tributed around the section, and this permits very significant
alterations in geometry.

In all the tables that follow, the normalized amplitude
changes of these design variables are provided. These are de-
fined in such a way that a value of 0.5 generates the base ge-
ometry, with values less than this removing material from the
section and those greater adding to it – full details may be found
in the thesis of Kumar (2008). The other three sets of changes
work in the same way but make much smaller shifts:

1. the manufacturing variability changes affect the entire sec-
tion (again using 10 Hicks–Henne functions distributed
around the section, but now much smaller in scale) paying
particular attention to the leading edge;

2. the foreign object damage changes are localized to the lead-
ing edge using a single Hicks–Henne function that can only
remove material but can vary in position and shape as well
as depth (a peak height setting of zero means no damage);
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Figure 3: (a) Baseline airfoil section. (b) Overall design variations’ maximum pos-
sible changes. (c) Typical design change (shown distorted for clarity). (d) Maxi-
mum range of changes aiming to model uncertainty in manufacturing processes.
(e) Leading edge damage models. (f) Flank erosion models.

Figure 4: PADRAM meshes and resulting flow field: (a) overall mesh; (b) in way of
leading edge and flank erosion; and (c) section profile and streamwise velocity
field.

3. the erosion changes are localized to the flank, again using a
single Hicks–Henne function that can again vary in position
and shape as well as depth and can only remove material (a
peak height setting of zero means no damage) – it is applied
where typical erosion events occur.

The modelling of the damage and erosion events is clearly
far from accurate since the Hicks–Henne functions give smooth
and continuous pockets, whereas in reality these are typically
irregular and sharp edged. However, as used here, the pockets
still act to trip and disturb the flow in a way that is not unreal-
istic. Note that the flank erosion pockets are allowed to extend
over a greater area of the blade than the damage pockets at the
tip.

3.2. Analysis

The PADRAM geometry modification process also permits the
automated adaptation of high-quality ‘OCH’ meshes around the
airfoil section in a setting appropriate for application to gas
turbine blade design (here ‘OCH’ refers to the shapes of the
various mesh blocks, e.g. ring-like, cup-shaped, or with legs).
Figure 4 shows a typical mesh and the way that this mesh is
distorted around the localized erosion geometries introduced
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Table 1: Comparisons of various blade designs: nominal and six fully evaluated co-Kriging designs.

Quantity Baseline design NSGA-II co-Krig optimized design (last six designs)

Shape fn. 1 0.5 0.5220 0.4582 0.4565 0.4984 0.4375 0.5125
Shape fn. 2 0.5 0.4666 0.4576 0.4000 0.5165 0.5125 0.4375
Shape fn. 3 0.5 0.4000 0.4164 0.4007 0.5000 0.4375 0.5125
Shape fn. 4 0.5 0.4760 0.4800 0.4611 0.5500 0.5125 0.4375
Shape fn. 5 0.5 0.4000 0.4904 0.4160 0.4167 0.4375 0.5125
Shape fn. 6 0.5 0.4643 0.4695 0.4810 0.4647 0.5125 0.4375
Shape fn. 7 0.5 0.4657 0.4695 0.5144 0.4714 0.4375 0.5125
Shape fn. 8 0.5 0.4652 0.5500 0.4395 0.4107 0.5125 0.4375
Shape fn. 9 0.5 0.4648 0.4754 0.4954 0.4802 0.5125 0.4375
Shape fn. 10 0.5 0.4047 0.4759 0.4756 0.4305 0.4375 0.5125
Mean loss100 1.1571 1.3439 1.1772 1.1720 1.3076 1.1872 1.3345
Std. dev.100 0.1234 0.1051 0.1218 0.0997 0.0941 0.1033 0.1228
Average mean loss100 1.1571 1.2537
Average std. dev.100 0.1234 0.1078
Total fn. calls/search 1/100 (30 + 10 × 10) × 15 + (4 + 10 × 1) × 85 = 3140

when studying leading edge damage or flank erosion. Here, the
‘O’ mesh is 4 cells deep and slightly over 27 000 cells are used
in total, along with the resulting flow field. The topology of this
mesh is unchanged throughout the study presented here so that
any effects caused by remeshing can be avoided. If geometry
changes result in overly large distortions to the mesh, the rel-
evant run is aborted and appropriate action taken during any
subsequent optimization or statistical processes.

Having set up the mesh, a full steady-state RANS solve can
be carried out using the parallel version of the Hydra CFD code
in around 3 min on a 12-core PC (Moinier & Giles, 1999). The
section is run in isolation with the following boundary condi-
tions: inlet temperature, 290 K; inlet total pressure, 63 400 Pa;
whirl angle, −37.3◦; and outlet static pressure, 52 000 Pa. Typi-
cal root-mean-square (RMS) flow residuals are 4.7e−9 and RMS
turbulence residuals are 2.4e−15. Here, we use pressure losses
as the main design goal. These are all normalized by that of this
chosen baseline blade, to preserve confidentiality – it therefore
has a normalized loss coefficient of 1.0; see column 2 of Table 1.
Full validation studies of this meshing and solution process are
presented by Kumar (2008), where it is shown that the results
achieved are reasonable for the kind of statistical work being
presented here. (Note that using this mesh it is accepted that
accurate modelling of the flow in the damage pockets cannot
be achieved with this number of cells – in this study, the inten-
tion is that these regions should act as trips to the flow as rough
edge pockets would in practice. Clearly, detailed flow analysis
around an eroded section that attempted to capture all of the
flow physics would require a significantly increased mesh count
with consequent increases in run time.)

If this baseline blade is then made subject to uncertainties
in leading edge damage, flank erosion, and manufacturing, it is
possible to estimate the mean pressure loss and standard de-
viation in this loss using the previously described Monte Carlo
approaches. To do this, 100 independent perturbations are made
to each of the three sets of Hicks–Henne functions defining these
three sets of uncertainties, using the standard LPτ space filling
design of experiment approach, and averages taken. The per-
turbations made are significantly beyond the extremes in toler-
ance band typically found in manufacture or in service, but they
provide a good measure of the resilience of a section design –
such variations would be unlikely in practice. This calculation, of
course, requires 100 times as much processing effort as finding
the nominal performance but provides a datum for comparison

Figure 5: Convergence of averaging process used in assessing uncertainties in
shape (triangles show normalized mean and squares show normalized standard

deviation).

– here the normalized mean loss coefficient is 1.157 with a stan-
dard deviation of 0.123 (i.e. the mean loss is 16% worse than the
deterministic calculation on the nominal baseline shape); see
again column 2 of Table 1. Figure 5 shows the normalized conver-
gence history of this calculation – note that since larger values
of the perturbations almost inevitably lead to greater losses, the
mean and standard deviation both rise until the 16D hypercube
being sampled is fully explored by the pseudo-random number
sequence in use – here after around 50 calculations – thereafter
the convergence is essentially unbiased. Unfortunately, the use
of such a large sample size in design searches cannot generally
be justified, particularly if 3D analyses are being considered.

The central idea of this paper is to show how calculations us-
ing fewer samples can be linked with those using 100 samples
via the formalisms of co-Kriging, combined Kriging, and com-
bined co-Kriging. In this work, the results gained when using 100
samples are treated as being ‘correct’ and thus form an ‘expen-
sive’ evaluation, while those using just 15 samples are consid-
ered to be approximations to these correct results and thus form
an alternative ‘cheap’ evaluation. In combined Kriging and com-
bined co-Kriging, the available computational budget is spread
over both design and uncertainty sampling in the hope that the
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resulting single, large Krig can model both aspects of the design
sufficiently well – the combined co-Kriging approach focusing
more attention on establishing good predictive power for the
statistical quantities being modelled, as discussed earlier. Re-
sults from these last two approaches are then confirmed using
the ‘exact’ calculation of LPτ sampling over 100 samples once
the searches are complete, as before.

Of course, in this real-world problem we do not know the true
Pareto front of mean versus standard deviation, even for 100-
point sampling. This makes comparing any proposed method
with a datum somewhat difficult. However, as we have accumu-
lated tens of thousands of CFD runs in our work on this problem,
we can construct an approximation to the true performance us-
ing a very large combined Krig model based on some 47 000 CFD
runs. It is not feasible to tune the Krig over this full data set
since the repeated matrix solutions needed during tuning be-
come too expensive, so instead the Krig is first tuned using a
subset of 6000 points to establish the relevant hyperparame-
ters. Then, these hyperparameters are used during prediction
over the full data set. Since we are studying mean and stan-
dard deviation, we need to integrate the results coming from this
large combined Krig using LPτ sampling – here we use 500-point
sampling to do this. The results are then fed into an NSGA-II
search for the ‘true’ Pareto front, which we can then use to char-
acterize our proposed search methods. This front is shown in
subsequent figures and is also used when normalizing the hy-
pervolume metrics used to illustrate search progression. It thus
provides the baseline against which to compare results, but it
must be borne in mind that the resulting front is still only an es-
timate of the true one. Even so, this process takes several weeks
to perform on a dedicated 12-core system over and above the
cost of gathering the thousands of CFD runs used.

4. Robust Design Optimization

Having set out the performance of the datum blade and how we
generate a ‘true’ Pareto front, we begin our RDO comparisons by
first adopting the formalisms of co-Kriging to combine results
with 15 LPτ damage samples and those where 100 samples are
taken – this is the search process detailed before in Keane (2012).
We then look at the combined Krig methods.

4.1. Co-Kriging

To apply the co-Kriging process, an initial DoE of 30 design ge-
ometries is used and each geometry analysed with 15-point
LPτ pseudo-Monte Carlo sampling of the damage models. The
first four of these geometries are then further analysed with
100-point LPτ pseudo-Monte Carlo sampling. Krigs are built and
carefully tuned on the 15-point data and the difference data and
then combined as a co-Krig following the procedure set out ear-
lier. The resulting co-Krig is then searched using the NSGA-II
formalism with a population of 100 designs over 200 genera-
tions. Updates are taken from the final predicted Pareto front
– in this case, 10 designs are chosen evenly spread along the
estimated front and each analysed with 15-point LPτ pseudo-
Monte Carlo sampling. Of these 10 designs, one is additionally
analysed with 100-point sampling, taken from the middle of the
estimated front. These results are then added to the existing DoE
data and the Krigs retuned. This update procedure is repeated 10
times. At the end of this co-Krig process, 30 + 10 × 10 15-point
samples and 4 + 10 × 1100-point samples (i.e. 85 extra samples
at these points) have been taken, giving a total of 3140 CFD runs.
Moreover, at the end this means full 100-point statistical analy-

ses have been carried out on 14 designs, a number of which being
created towards the end of the search will hopefully be directly
usable without further computation; see columns 3–8 of Table 1.

Figure 6 illustrates these searches, with six (upper) show-
ing the expensive and cheap update points produced during a
typical search (Note that the objective function values for the
cheap evaluations are obtained here by taking the design vari-
ables used during the search and using the very large offline
trained Krig-based approach to correct them to their ‘true’ po-
sitions – the expensive points being based on 100-point samples
do not need this correction.) alongside the large combined Krig-
based estimate of the ‘true’ Pareto front, and six (lower) show-
ing the normalized hypervolume metric convergence for refer-
ence point (5, 0.5), also based on the combined Krig estimate of
the ‘true’ Pareto front, here for nine independent runs. Figure 6
(upper) also shows where the co-Krig believes the front to lie at
the end of the search.

It is clear that this is a hard problem for the Krig model to
deal with. The co-Krig estimated front lies some way from the
‘true’ one, while the solutions are very far from converged over
the nine runs plotted. Note also that only one of the expen-
sive designs has improved on the mean loss, while a number
of them have improved standard deviations, probably because
more attention was paid to performance than variability in de-
signing the initial section. This kind of results’ spread is typical
of real-world problems where the analyst has to settle for what
is achievable within a tight computational budget. The best ex-
pensive point here is probably that at (1.1772, 0.1218), column 5
of Table 1, and since this has been evaluated with 100-point LPτ

sampling it could be carried forward directly for further design
consideration without additional UQ. The average mean and
standard deviation taken over the tabulated designs are 1.2537
and 0.1078, respectively.

4.2. Combined Kriging

Next, a combined Kriging approach with the same budget of CFD
runs is used. So to begin with, an LPτ DoE is carried out where
both the design variables and noise variables are all varied si-
multaneously.

For this example problem, a 26D Krig must be constructed
through these data – tuning this Krig is now a rather expen-
sive process, which can be mitigated to some extent by the use
of GPU-based calculations (see e.g. Toal, 2016). Then, 500-point
low-discrepancy sequence sampling over the 16 noise variables
is carried out on the combined Krig, again using GPU computa-
tions, at any desired set of 10 design variables, so as to return
the desired predictions of mean and standard deviation of per-
formance. Note again that once the search is completed, it will
be necessary to confirm the statistics of the final Pareto front
with direct 100-point UQ as the combined Krig will be unlikely
to be able to supply sufficiently accurate statistics directly, given
the large number of noise variables in use and the modest num-
ber of CFD samples available in total within a single search run.

As mentioned earlier, the cost of tuning and sampling Krigs
can become the limiting factor in using the combined approach.
Here, the Krigs are restricted to just 950 data points at any one
time, 30 points in an initial DoE sample plus 40 updates each
of 23 more points (of which 18 are derived from searching the
evolving combined Krig and 5 are used to infill the domain
based on nearest-neighbour methods). This is less than half the
total number of function evaluations used when using co-Krigs
to represent the design variables and UQ separately, because it
leads to an extremely time-consuming Krig tuning process and
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Figure 6: Co-Krig-assisted NSGA-II results – upper: results for 15- and 100-point (bold) LPτ pseudo-Monte Carlo sampling, (�) final generation, (+) initial generation,
and (×) intermediate generations, along with the estimated Pareto front (solid line), ‘true’ Pareto front (dotted line), and (◦) initial baseline design; lower: Pareto front

normalized hypervolume metric convergence for reference point (5, 0.5) based on the estimate of the ‘true’ Pareto front, for nine independent runs.

also because of the need to spare some resources so as to be
able to validate final designs. So, having completed the search
process, 22 final designs taken from the NSGA-II search over the
final combined Krig are confirmed by additional UQ using 100-
point sampling so that the whole process uses the same budget
as the co-Krig search (950 + 22 × 100 = 1350). Of these 22 de-
signs, the best 6 are shown in Table 2, while Fig. 7 illustrates this
approach in the same format as Fig. 6.

Now the estimated Pareto front lies much closer to the ‘true’
one and the convergence plots show a noticeably better perfor-
mance. However, when one goes on to examine the best sug-
gested designs with full 100-point LPτ sampling, things are not
quite so good. Nonetheless, as Fig. 8 shows, the results after full
UQ on the final designs are clearly much improved over the co-
Krig approach. The average mean and standard deviation taken
over the tabulated designs are now both improved at 1.0854 and
0.0763, respectively.

4.3. Combined co-Kriging

Finally, we adopt the newly proposed combined co-Kriging ap-
proach, where during the Krig update process we place greater

focus on evaluating response statistics, still keeping the same
budget of CFD runs. Again, an LPτ DoE is carried out where both
the design variables and noise variables are all varied simulta-
neously, followed by 500-point low-discrepancy sequence sam-
pling over the 16 noise variables on the combined Krig at any
desired set of 10 design variables. This time, however, at every
fifth update cycle, a single design point is chosen for more rigor-
ous UQ sampling so that at the end of the search this collection
of points is more directly usable, and also, hopefully, the Pareto
front has been more accurately positioned in terms of the design
variables. Nonetheless, after the search is completed, it will still
be necessary to confirm the statistics of the final Pareto front
with an amount of direct 100-point UQ as the combined co-Krig
is still unlikely to be able to supply sufficiently accurate statistics
directly.

As mentioned earlier, the cost of tuning and sampling Krigs
can become the limiting factor in using the combined ap-
proaches. Here, the Krigs are restricted to 1170 data points at
any one time, 30 points in an initial DoE sample plus 30 up-
dates each of 38 more points (of which 25 are derived from
searching the evolving combined Krig and 15 are used to in-
fill the domain based on nearest-neighbour methods for four
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Table 2: Comparisons of various blade designs: nominal and six designs from the combined Kriging final Pareto front.

Quantity Baseline design NSGA-II co-Krig optimized design (last six designs)

Shape fn. 1 0.5 0.4000 0.4000 0.4000 0.4000 0.4000 0.4000
Shape fn. 2 0.5 0.4001 0.4000 0.4009 0.4000 0.4567 0.4567
Shape fn. 3 0.5 0.4039 0.4000 0.4411 0.4813 0.4000 0.4024
Shape fn. 4 0.5 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500
Shape fn. 5 0.5 0.5053 0.5038 0.4668 0.5100 0.4000 0.4000
Shape fn. 6 0.5 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500
Shape fn. 7 0.5 0.4989 0.4638 0.4987 0.4703 0.4541 0.4543
Shape fn. 8 0.5 0.4749 0.4999 0.4810 0.4944 0.5500 0.5158
Shape fn. 9 0.5 0.5227 0.5176 0.5189 0.5211 0.5130 0.5152
Shape fn. 10 0.5 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.4949 0.5500
Mean loss100 1.1571 1.0885 1.0716 1.0944 1.0372 1.1146 1.1060
Std. dev.100 0.1234 0.0730 0.0811 0.0783 0.0804 0.0727 0.0727
Average mean loss100 1.1571 1.0854
Average std. dev.100 0.1234 0.0763
Total fn. calls/search 1/100 950 + 22 × 100 = 3150

Figure 7: Combined Krig-assisted NSGA-II results – upper: estimated results for
500-point LPτ pseudo-Monte Carlo sampling on the combined Krig, (�) final gen-

eration, (+) initial generation, and (×) intermediate generations, along with the
estimated Pareto front (solid line), ‘true’ Pareto front (dotted line), and (◦) ini-
tial baseline design; lower: Pareto front normalized hypervolume metric conver-
gence for reference point (5, 0.5) based on the estimate of the ‘true’ Pareto front,

for nine independent runs.

Figure 8: Final Pareto fronts after 100-point UQ for the three approaches dis-

cussed in the text: (�) co-Kriging, (+) combined Kriging, and (×) combined co-
Kriging (update points are shown in bold), along with the estimated ‘true’ Pareto
front and (◦) initial baseline design.

of every five update cycles, while on the fifth the whole up-
date process is focused on UQ of a single design variant). This
budget is still less than half the total number of function eval-
uations used when using co-Krigs to represent the design vari-
ables and UQ separately, because again it leads to an extremely
time-consuming Krig tuning process. However, now since UQ
sampling is playing a more prominent role, fewer final UQ cal-
culations are needed to validate the final Pareto front. So, hav-
ing completed the search process, although 22 final designs
are again confirmed by additional UQ using 100-point sampling
the whole process uses the same budget as the previous two
searches (1170 + 6 × 60 + 16 × 100). (That is, 6 of these being
those already tested with 40-point UQ sampling during the up-
date process only require further 60 runs to fully validate; the
remaining 16 are taken from the NSGA-II search over the final
combined co-Krig.) Figure 9 and Table 3 illustrate this approach
in the same format as Figs 6 and 7 and Tables 1 and 2. In this case,
the estimated Pareto front is not as extensive as for the simple
combined Krig, but it still lies quite close to the ‘true’ one and
the convergence plots are broadly similar to those for the com-
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Figure 9: Combined co-Krig-assisted NSGA-II results – upper: estimated results

for 500-point LPτ pseudo-Monte Carlo sampling on the combined co-Krig, (�)
final generation, (+) initial generation, and (×) intermediate generations, along
with the estimated Pareto front (solid line), ‘true’ Pareto front (dotted line), and
(◦) initial baseline design; lower: Pareto front normalized hypervolume metric

convergence for reference point (5, 0.5) based on the estimate of the ‘true’ Pareto
front, for nine independent runs.

bined Krig runs. Moreover, when one goes on to examine the
best suggested designs with full 100-point LPτ sampling, things
are rather better: the average performance of the designs shown
in Table 3 is now a mean of 1.0639 and standard deviation of
0.0749 and the final designs validated in this way offer a clearly
improved Pareto front (see again Fig. 8). Note that several of the
points subjected to 40-point UQ during the search are broadly
similar in performance to those coming from the direct co-Krig,
but at the end of the search, the best designs seen to date have
been delivered by the combined approach: the points tested with
full UQ dominate all those coming from either the co-Krig or
simple combined Krig methods, demonstrating the benefits of
combined co-Kriging uncertainties in calculated results.

Even so, the results coming from all the search schemes still
differ from the ‘true’ results to some extent. This is simply the
result of the large number of design and noise variables in use,
which leads to a huge search space that can only be sampled
to a very limited extent given realistic computational budgets.
Each update cycle helps and a range of possible updates can be
considered, such as those based on expected improvement or
hypervolume indicators – we use a mixture of such methods. In
the end, however, in work such as this, final convergence must
be given up in favour of worthwhile improvements.

Note that in all the searches reported here some form of
random number or pseudo-random number sequence has been
used. These are required because searches such as NSGA-II
rely on random operations to work. It is therefore the case
that all of the results reported vary with different sequences
of random numbers and so to draw completely definite con-
clusions some more thorough investigation of averaging than
just nine independent runs would ideally be needed, even
though tens of thousands of individual design calculations have
been carried out – unfortunately when working with resource-
intensive RANS codes, as here, this is not possible even given the
extensive computing power available in the cluster being used.
It does, however, demonstrate the clear benefit of including vari-
ance measures in design optimization and various forms of Krig-
ing as a method for compensating for limited number of Monte
Carlo evaluations. Finally, it should be noted that it is current
practice when designing blades for aero-engines to work mainly
with 3D CFD models and over a range of operating points – the
use of 2D approaches at a single condition has been adopted
here simply to limit the computational cost of the study.

Table 3: Comparisons of various blade designs: nominal and combined co-Kriging designs.

Quantity Baseline design NSGA-II co-Krig optimized design (last six designs)

Shape fn. 1 0.5 0.4000 0.4000 0.4000 0.4001 0.4000 0.4000
Shape fn. 2 0.5 0.4611 0.4871 0.5500 0.5500 0.4541 0.5102
Shape fn. 3 0.5 0.4000 0.4472 0.5271 0.5214 0.4012 0.4769
Shape fn. 4 0.5 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5498
Shape fn. 5 0.5 0.4000 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5494 0.5500
Shape fn. 6 0.5 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500
Shape fn. 7 0.5 0.5159 0.4446 0.4356 0.4167 0.4723 0.4384
Shape fn. 8 0.5 0.4001 0.5394 0.5500 0.5500 0.4586 0.5500
Shape fn. 9 0.5 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500
Shape fn. 10 0.5 0.5076 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500 0.5500
Mean loss100 1.1571 1.1075 1.0638 1.0540 1.0827 1.0200 1.0557
Std. dev.100 0.1234 0.0647 0.0732 0.0806 0.0675 0.0895 0.0737
Average mean loss100 1.1571 1.0639
Average std. dev.100 0.1234 0.0749
Total fn. calls/search 1/100 1170 + 6 × 60 + 16 × 100 = 3130
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have shown how advanced surrogate mod-
els can be used to support robust design geometry optimiza-
tion problems, both speeding up the search for good designs
and supporting the process of design UQ. We have introduced
a new scheme that takes ideas from co-Kriging and the use of
combined surrogates that model both design and noise variable
effects. This new scheme outperforms the other methods inves-
tigated here when applied to a real-world aerodynamic design
problem carried out with industrial strength analysis codes.
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